Case Study - Media & Entertainment

AT A GLANCE
Company:
• World’s largest media and
entertainment company
• Owner of media networks, parks
and resorts, studio entertainment,
consumers products, and
interactive media
• Theme parks and resorts
throughout North America, Europe
and Asia
Industry:
• Media and entertainment
Need:
• Deliver a better guest experience at
global resorts and theme parks
Solutions:
• SMS notifications to guests for
vacation reminders, itinerary
changes, hotel room readiness,
shopping coupons, and upcoming
promotions
Benefits:
• Improved guest experience by
limiting time spent standing in lines
or waiting for room availability
• Increased profitability by directing
theme park guests to less crowded
places where they can access other
attractions and purchase products
• Reduced internal development
costs by using a 3rd party mobile
solution
• Implemented one multi-channel
mobile engagement platform for
reliable message delivery to guests
worldwide

OpenMarket™ Mobile Engagement Platform
Boosts Guest Experience for Leading Media
and Entertainment Company
With the massive growth in mobile subscribers, smart phones and tablets, enterprises
are increasingly going mobile. Mobile offers the greatest reach, most precise targeting
and deepest engagement through personalized communications and high-touch guest
experiences. Media and entertainment companies that know how to utilize the mobile
channel can deliver better customer service, increase loyalty and generate new revenue
opportunities for their businesses.
Providing a higher level of customer satisfaction is key to any successful enterprise. Unlike
traditional media channels, mobile provides an immediate and reliable way to engage
guests the minute they step onto a property or interact with a brand. Enterprise marketing
and communication teams are working furiously to mine data and develop a single view
of the customer, which can then be leveraged to create a unified brand experience, carried
seamlessly across channels and screens. Rather than piecing together insights from
disjointed IT tools or legacy software, enterprises need solutions that offer real-time data
across channels to drive personalized offers, promotions and communications. Simply put,
global companies need a reliable, multi-channel mobile engagement tool that can help
deliver the first-class guest experience their customers deserve.

Challenge
Recognized for delivering extraordinary family experiences, this leading media and
entertainment company was seeking new and innovative ways to make visits to its
increasingly crowded theme parks easier to plan and less intimidating to navigate. They
wanted visitors to be able to bypass hotel check-in desks and make ride and restaurant
reservations on the fly. The ultimate goal for the company was to welcome more and
more people to it parks, while making the customer experience more satisfying, more
personal and more immersive.
With its history of innovation and intense focus on technology, it was natural for
this company to deploy mobile communications to reach the soaring number of
guests integrating smartphones, tablets, and other devices into their daily lives. The
challenge was how to put mobile technology to work in such a way that it could make
the entertainment experience better for its visitors while meeting its operational
requirements for a smooth and seamless implementation. The company needed an
experienced, trusted mobile solutions partner to help bring mobile to life as part of its
beloved brand.

Solution
To ensure the company’s best interests are maintained, it sets high standards for the
suppliers and partners with which it does business. The company wanted more than a
typical “canned” mobile marketing solution they would need to manage with internal

engineering resources. They wanted a comprehensive, full-service mobile engagement
platform from an expert that could help them navigate the mobile channel, support a
variety of operational use cases and reduce any technical complexities.
The company’s selection was easy – it chose OpenMarket for its trusted operator
relationships and demonstrated performance with other Fortune 100 companies. In
addition, OpenMarket offered a robust, customizable mobile engagement platform
that could integrate with the company’s existing communication systems, protect their
proprietary customer data, and help deliver a higher level of personal service to its visitors.
The company is using the OpenMarket mobile engagement solution to create a superior
experience to guests around the world. By leveraging the platform’s intuitive web
interface, flexible system architecture and reliable messaging network, the company could
quickly create time-sensitive SMS notifications for visitors enjoying its popular attractions.
For example, when guests checked-in at one of the company’s parks, they could opt-in
to receive a text message regarding their hotel room status. The OpenMarket platform’s
robust logic engine managed the opt-in data of the company’s guests to trigger individual
messages such as, “Your room is ready. You may go directly to your room when you arrive
without stopping at the front desk.” This allowed guests to access their accommodations
in advance, eliminating the need to check into hotels and allowing them to proceed
immediately to their rooms or a theme park once they arrive on property.
Through a series of simple API calls to the OpenMarket mobile engagement solution,
the company also configured the OpenMarket platform to send restaurant reservation
reminders and itinerary notices so that guests could be prepared for any changes to their
upcoming schedules. The company also sent messages directing park visitors to less
crowded venues where they can bypass long lines and access other park promotions and
products – which ultimately helped the company’s bottom line.

Results & Benefits
For this company, more communication is better. They wanted to give their valued guests
the ability to interact with their brand the way they want, and provide a better experience
along the way.
The company was able to reduce its operational costs and development resources by using
a trusted expert to develop a customized mobile engagement solution rather than building
it themselves. By using a robust platform that could handle a variety of message flows and
user interactions, the company could deliver more personalized service and help visitors
navigate and access its properties throughout their entire resort experience.
The company used the OpenMarket Mobile Engagement Platform to collect and manage
guest data for more personal and relevant communications. By using one multi-channel
mobile solution for reliable message delivery, the company was able to meet its goals of
high customer satisfaction, repeat customers and a healthier bottom line.

About OpenMarket
OpenMarket, a subsidiary of Amdocs, powers mobile business. We provide a comprehensive set of mobile solutions for enterprises to engage and transact with their customers via the mobile channel.
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